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JON BUCHANAN

LYN THOMPSON

By way of introduction, this poem was germinated by a line in
the originally "pagan" Scottish ballad "Tam Lin" --- the story
of a mortal man who is captured by the fairies and who is
released only when his earthly bride steals him back during a fairy rade,
or procession. Janet, the bride, stands by a well until her lover
appears, and asks him if he is a Christian who has gone to Mass
or a demon. He is, of course, the former---otherwise she could never
have married him. St. Augustine comes out of the air somewhere.

FOR WESLEY WEEMS---A CHRISTENING IN TWO TRADITIONS

Saint Augustine and Tam Lin
confession cannot make you kin,
God's City circumscribed by briars
the rose and well confined by wires
that vibrate to the pitch of Janet's voice
as code and custom make her choice
and catch the prince of Faerie
who in the end, proves to be
the spirit child of dark wild whores
who launched a penitent from their shores
into the arms of that cold church
which burnt the holly, oak, and birch
and left us with an elegy
painted at Kells, limned by the sea
like the ghost of a song, the lines of a face
too close to recall, too far to embrace--seared in the memory of a race
Soul is the sinew, skin the street
where the well and the rade and the Bishop meet.
AMY TIPTON-Second Place, Poetry

MOTHER LIFE'S BIRTHDAY
But for some faded breath in baby dreams
We labor pains with maternity's child
And feed on sperm amidst physician's schemes
As though we know why the Madonna smiled
Too soon the birth of things escapes unmarked
From wombs time weaves again on wrinkled slates,
Too soon mankind will nurse what it embarked-Midwives seek to wipe the blood from their fates
And fate seeks each tattered heart for a mate
Yet even now new eyes awake to see
Themselves reborn in souls they watch abate
As barren spirits conceive eternity
Some say that the stillborn belong to none,
But my breath and your breath are always one

ELLEN MARKLAND

CITY IN MY WOMB
I am ready to climb out
of this living grave
throw off mourning robes
forget dead babies

a city with bright li ghts
is growing in my womb
glowing in my womb
it has a face and limbs
labor is long
the child is wild and alive
I can hear it shout
I am ready to climb out
GINGER RENNER

SHERRI NEALY

LEE NUTTING
Special Prize

THE BALLAD OF JAKE MERRITT, A RAILROAD MAN
(For my Grandfather)
Two score or more the years have passed
Like ties between the tracks,
When lying under screaming steel
They whispered through the cracks.
Of pullman cars and hopper freights
With coal-charred floorboard flats,
Through silk suites with plush ashtrays
And oil-filled greaser vats.
He worked them all from dawn to dusk,
Or 'til the job was done.
The crew called Merritt a "steamer's dream,"
The foreman called him "son."
That day in nineteen-nineteen came
When Jake was twenty-one;
Some say the watchman fell asleep,
Some claim it was the sun.
But when he crawled below that car
To tighten up a pin,
Merritt heard the brakes give way
And wheels began to spin .
One leg swung free , the other snapped
And sixteen cars rolled past;
His dreams still echo rusty squeaks
In hinges of the last.
Now Merritt's leg sleeps at Roselawn
Under sycamore trees;
Children tug his hand for stories,
" Pappaw, tell us please."
Merritt got no compensation;
No suits were filed or claimed.
The foreman said it was a shame
That Merritt had been lamed .
Since times were hard and jobs were few,
He promised Jake a place
With Clinchfield for life or longer-A proper time of grace.
Some forty years he gave the yard
And empty boxcar freights;
Promises are to be broken-Roselawn 's leg awaits.

ELLEN MARKLAND

THE MANY ONCE, THE MANY NEVER
around the corners never showing,
growing!
we the
sensuous wind never blowing.
the peer-parched eye with its
kinky denim patch ,
having to feel for the colors
i, the gardener spraying too many weeds.
i'm still bad at good deeds.
even when i broke your flower
your forgiving smile,
knowing ,
clothed my naked apologiesi cried for awhile

BRIAN KNAVE

LINES OR MAYBE SEEING MY SOUL
Searching for my soul--under a massive bundle of remembering ,
time has passed
See ing without my contact lenses, the steps are worn and full
of living beings--waiting in line
Pi cking out the color and changing minds a hundred times
and more
The fabrics all laid out on a sampling board-making a rainbow of neon color
Never knowing for sure which is really
namebrand
Cinderellas desperately seeking the one that fits-in hope that the Prince of Peace will suddenly appear
The line is getting longer and I cannot see the end-and the sign this year is bigger-special buy, all new, made to order, souls-EYDIE CLOYD

ONLY NUNS FRET NOT
BY BONNY STANLEY - First Place, Essay

Winter was the least appealing season at
Visitation. A three day retreat in February
was surrounded by exams in January and
Lent in March. I have never studied any
harder than I did for exam week at Visi tation. Some teachers gave oral tests as
well as written ones. Sister lgnatia made
all the juniors recite " L'Allegro" and " II
Penseroso" at mid-term and final exams
respectively; she had similar requirements
for senior students. In retrospect, I appreciate having been made to memorize so
many great poems; they are friends you
can never lose. The poetry in my head
would make me the belle of a prisonerof-war camp.
Our annual retreat came after exam week .
We were supposed to readorn our souls
with grace and virtue, but it was also a
good chance to catch up on sleep lost during exams . Strict silence was kept, and four
meditations were held with the retreat
master every day; understandably, the
spiritual energies of most of us soon began
to flag .
" ... and so the four brave women settled
into their new home, secure in their commitment to God and to the Visitation community," droned the Prefect of the Sodality, Mary Guinn, during breakfast the first
day of the retreat.
" I don 't think I can take much more of The
Annals of the Visitation," whispered Ruthann Kilroy between bites of oatmeal.
" Yeah. Three more days of this," I sighed.
The Prefect of the Sodality glared at us and
kept on reading .
Religious literature abounded on every
table and desk , we were not allowed to read
secular books. I dutifully signed out St.
Maria Goretti. The Lily of the Marshes, and
Ruthann selected St. Isaac }agues, Apostle

to the Iroquois. As luck would have it, the
cover to Maria Goretti was an exact fit for
my contraband copy of Lady Chatterly's
Lover, and The Apostle to the Iroquois
made a perfect jacket for Battle Cry, which
Ruthann was reading. It was dangerous to
carry these books even with canonized
covers because they had the embarrassing
tendency to fall open at erotic passages.

Later in the day I ran into the Prefect, and
she noticed my book. Lips sealed she pointed to the book, then to herself, and raised
her eyes in a question mark.
Oh dear, I thought. I had often heard her
say that she had great devotion to St.
Maria Goretti. I pointed to my bookmark
at the beginning of the volume and then
smiled and pointed to her.
She smiled back . Entendu
I read the book during breaks, but, like
Penelope who unraveled her weaving at
night, I never advanced my bookmark.
The Prefect observed th is and seemed
puzzled .
The second day of the retreat dawned. The
Visitation nuns were slogging through
the War of 1812 during meals, and I was
still in the first quarter of Maria Goretti, at
least according to my bookmark. I had
moved it forward a bit, but the Prefect was
beginning to look vexed . Finally she wrote
me a note, a technical infraction of the
rules but less serious than speaking aloud.
" St. Maria Goretti is my patron saint," the
note stated firmly.
I wrote back , "She's a real inspiration,
isn 't she?"
The Prefect smiled weakly, but she began
to watch me more closely. I would take the
bookmark out of page seventy-five and lay
it on my desk; then I would start reading at

page two hundred.

She quickly turned to the last page, number one hundred ten , and glared at me . I
smiled blandly.

She wrote me another note : " How many
pages does that book have? "
" Three hundred
answered.

and

twenty-three ,"

The day the retreat ended I was talking to
Sister Roberta, St. Augustine in hand, when
the Prefect came up ostentatiously reading

I

Maria Goretti

" That's a long book for someone who died
when she was eleven ," responded the Prefect tersely.

" Mary, dear," said Sister Roberta, "I really
think you should be reading something
more adult than the life of Maria Goretti.
We must keep growing mentally and spiritually . Why don 't you try Augustine or
Thomas a Kempis? "

" Oh , but she had such a rich life ," I wrote,
returning to my book . Soon I came to a
funny incident and had to stifle a giggle .
" I don't see anything funny about being
stabbed to death! " wrote the Prefect. Her
angry expression told me she suspected my
copy of Maria Goretti was not all it should
be .

" Yes, Sister," said Mary and looked at my
copy of St. Augustin e suspiciously.
" You would like Augustine, Mary," I said

I decided then and there that Lady Chatterly needed a new cover. The jacket to
Th e Confession s of St. Augustine was a
perfect fit. I then put Maria Goretti 's jack-

If looks could kill , Mary 's scowl would
have rendered me a virgin / martyr on the
spot. Not a saint of Maria Goretti 's purity,
of course. A virgin / martyr who had read
Lady Chatterly's Lover would never be
canonized .

et back on the real book and gave the Prefect the slim volume at dinner.

METAMORPHOSIS
They seek us out to raid our fund of nurture ,
They beg our services--some till we melt,
Then boil away in the
fury of the bond , and leave us
sitting in the ashes of love as they
flee with blackened wings only to
fall Icarus-like into the womb
Full-circle

ANNALEAH BROWN

JERRY HAGAMAN

REBECCA BATES
Special Prize

THE PLACE BETWEEN
BY MARLANE AGRIESTI-Second Place, Short Fiction

For Auga the onslaught of concerned visitors and competent help was puzzling but
welcome. She and Hack hadn't had more
than five guests in their apartment in nearly fifteen years. It was as if the stagnant
yellow clutter of the two main rooms, the
drifting garbage, the dogged knicknacks
and drooping furniture had given birth to
an exotic new breed of moving, talking
bric-a-brac. The long isolation had left her
unprepared for considerations of housecleaning and entertainment, but this failure on Auga's part provided the guests with
a sense of purpose and determination in
their assistance of the bereaved widow
They cleaned the apartment beginning with
Hack's body in the back room and worked
their way forward , tossing, patting, airing
and sweeping through the rancid stratification of a fifteen year hiatus from society
The inevitable horror of their discovery
was swallowed with Christian generosity
and saved for whispered regurgitations at
a later time Meanwhile food arrived in
covered dishes and foil packages, filling
the dead kitchen until it smelled alive
again
Auga was, for the moment, the star attraction Donning a dress which she had not
worn in years, she primped furtively in the
bureau mirror, adjusting her pearls and
applying rouge to her sagging cheeks and
lips. The black gabardine dress was painfully appropriate in its very outdatedness,
and its largeness on her emaciated body
was, while unsettling to the eye, pleasingly
pitiful to the Calvinistic sensibilities of the
guests.
"Why, you poor thing," the rotund neighbor lady said, "come over here and sit
down Can we get you something to eat?
Harvey, get a plate of food for Mrs. Aldridge She's about to faint from exhaustion" Then turning back to Auga. "You
poor thing, you just sit right here and we'll
take care of you " She stopped patting
Auga 's hand long enough to turn once more

to Harvey and bawl, "Harvey, hurry up with
food! Mrs. Aldridge can't wait all day!"
"Coming, Helen," Harvey sang out as he
stepped gingerly across the room with a
heaping plate of assorted lukewarm casserole servings. He set it on the scarred coffee
table before a blank-faced Mrs. Aldridge
"There you go, Mrs. Aldridge, eat up! You
need your strength," he reprimanded playfully
Mrs. Harris scowled sidelong at her husband, then turned again to Auga. "Everything 's going to be all right, honey, now
please eat your dinner "
Auga looked shyly up at Mrs. Harris and
back down again into her lap She was hesitant to eat the food for fear they would
think she was insincere in her grief
"I know you're upset, honey, but you need
your strength," Mrs. Harris delicately implored " C'mon, take a bite"
Auga put her hands to her face and burst
into tears.
Mrs. Harris leaned forward, "Now, now,
honey, there, there, it' ll be all right, everything 's going to be all right. Here's a hankie, there, there, now don 't you cry sweetheart, I know you miss Mr Aldridge but
he 's gone to a better place, now, now don ' t
you cry

"

Eventually Auga took the lace handkerchief and dabbed her eyes, then blew her
nose with it.
" That 's a good girl, now eat your dinner,"
Mrs. Harris said
Harvey cleared his throat. "Maybe a glass
of sherry would help. " He looked sweetly
at his wife
"Harvey, I should've known you'd come up
with an idea like that. " She looked at her
husband in black reproof
" Mrs. Aldridge doesn 't think it's such a bad
idea." He nodded toward the frail woman

on the couch, whose countenance had
cleared somewhat and was guardedly
brightening with anticipation.
Auga's sister-in-law, who had stepped out
of the bedroom to see what the commotion
was about, sided with Harvey "She looks
a little peaked Perhaps just a drop, don't
you think, Mrs. Harris, would do just the
trick--?"
"Harvey, get Mrs. Aldridge a glass of sherry," Mrs. Harris muttered at last, "and
hurry up about it."
As Auga sipped the wine she began to feel
less frightened of the strangers. After she
had drained the glass, she picked up her
fork and poked it tentatively at the plate
of food
"That's right, now eat your dinner," said
Mrs. Harris.
Auga set her fork down "Maybe," she
hesitated, "maybe a little more sherry?"
She smiled timidly at the formidable Mrs.
Harris, whose disapproval was overcome
with relief that Auga was at last talking
and smiling.
As Auga drank the second glass, she began
to pick at her food When the plate was
about half empty, she laid down her fork
and began to talk
"I know," she breathed deeply, "I know
Hack would want me to eat something."
She looked down in her lap. Then she looked up and mentioned the name everyone
had been careful all day not to mention
"Lizzie." Her eyes darkened. "Lizzie didn't
come." She picked up the handkerchief
and patted her eyes, continuing tearfully,
"I just would've thought she'd at least have
sent a note"
"But, now, Auga," said the sister-in-law,
"you know it's only been a day since Hack-since Hack, passed on and Africa is a long
way off, why she probably hasn't gotten
the message yet."

"She won't answer when she does get it,"
Auga went on. "She doesn 't care about her
mamma, she never has. I don't know where
I failed that girl. Here she is off in Africa
helping the pygmies learn how to make
mudcakes, and she leaves her poor old
parents to fend for themselves, and Hack
with his arm tore off." She sniffed. "Except
now he's dead. I don't know what I'm going to do now," she began to cry again
"Harvey, pour Mrs. Aldridge some more
sherry, and get me a glass while you're at
it," said Mrs. Harris. "You poor thing, now
don't you cry, there, there, there,"
The sherry had a pacifying effect on both
Auga and Helen Harris. As Auga calmed
down she began to talk about old times
with Hack when they were newly married
Mrs. Harris urged her on, laughing at times
and settling comfortably into her chair;
she was warmed with the thought of helping out during a time of crisis, even with
this strange Mrs. Aldridge who seemed to
have a perfectly shameless attitude about
her duties as a wife and woman Had she
never cleaned the kitchen floor, not once,
since she'd lived here? There had been a
banana peel under the table that looked to
be five years old The thought was incredible to the meticulous Mrs. Harris.
Her own father had been a Baptist preacher, and because of this she had seen many
funerals. It had been part of her role as
a preacher's daughter to go to the house of
the bereaved and help out. She never felt
quite so much in control of things as when
there was a funeral to be attended to. This
one had certainly been a challenge, she
thought. She looked closely for a moment
at the now freely chattering widow, smiled,
nodded her head , then went back to her
reflections.
Auga had , during the last two hours, undergone an emotional metamorphosis
which nobody present could appreciate As
the sherry eased into her system, warming

her muscles and loosening her arthritic
joints, the glow of long dead images illumined her memory and aroused a flow of
words.
"Hack, Hack was so. .handsome he was
so . . . strong you should've seen him, you
should've seen him comin in from the
fields in the evenin bringin the tractor in
and the sun just comin down across his
face just so.
it was the harvest time, yes
it was the harvestin time when he come in
from the field one day and I, I was standin
out back next to the barn talkin to his
mamma but his mamma remembered
somethin she had to go back to the house
to check her pies an I was standin there by
myself when Hack come in from the fields,
oh! He said somethin to me like, no, no, he
said, I remember· 'Hey, Aggie you lost one
of your ribbons' and I turned my head to
look at my pigtail and he. he put his arms
around me and said , ' Aggie let's get married ' just like that--just like that. And I
knew he was serious so I said, 'Okay Hack
I'll marry you.'"
And pretty soon we was married at the Baptist Church and everybody come from all
around . . . and pretty soon we had, this
little baby girl come to us, and we named
her Elizabeth Elizabeth June Yes, and we
called her Lizzie. Lizzie. Hack liked to call
people nicknames; he was the only one
who ever called me Aggie and he called
Elizabeth, Lizzie"
As Auga talked Mrs. Harris catnapped, but
Auga didn't notice . Margaret was in the
back room packing boxes and looking for a
life insurance policy to which Auga had
made a vague reference that morning but
about which she had been unresponsive
upon further questioning. Harvey had
slipped out of the apartment to go next
door for a few hours. But Auga continued
with the narrative as if someone were
listening, hanging on to her every word, as
if what she was saying were--fresh gossip.
" Law, that little girl 's eyes sparkled! She

was the prettiest baby. People used to, used
to stop me in the grocery store and tell me
so. I remember one woman--"
There was a sharp knocking at the door,
and Helen Harris roused herself to answer
it. Auga stopped talking as the guest was
ushered in and gazed blankly at the distorted picture on the television screen
" Reverend Osborne! " Mrs. Harris fluttered
"How good of you to come Please come in
and sit down Mrs. Aldridge and I were just
talking about you."
Auga's face remained fixed on the screen.
" Auga, Reverend Osborne is here to see
you," Mrs. Harris warbled. "Say hello to
the Reverend "
Auga looked up at the man--at his coarse
black wool suit and starched linen collar,
felt hat in hand--attempted a smile, and
looked back into the lighted box.
"She is pleased to see you, Reverend Have
a seat," Mrs. Harris said
"Thank you, thank you , Mrs. Harris," he
exhaled heavily as he lowered himself into
a chair His pale blue eyes swung over and
fixed themselves on Auga.
"Mrs. Aldridge," he began, "I have come to
talk to you about your departed husband
He was a fine man ," he paused a moment
" I've heard "Then he made a steeple with
his two hands and ceremoniously raised it
to meet his chin
Auga, sensing the seriousness of the situation , finally looked up at the preacher and
nodded her head " Yes, yes, he was a fine
man! " she whispered
Satisfied that he had her attention , Reve rend Osborne continued " The chasm of
death is great and terrible But God takes
care of his children " He let the words sink
in " Your husband was a fine man , but without the grace of God , he cannot escape the
ravage s of Hell Mrs. Aldridge, are you prepared to meet your Maker?"

Auga looked up at him, smiled timidly,
and looked back down into her lap.
"Mrs. Aldridge, the power of God is great.
Do not turn your back on him, I implore
you."
Confusion overtook Auga's mind and a
thick pain wrapped around her head. She
wanted to say the right words to the
preacher, to let him know that she would
do whatever it was that he wanted her to
do, but her tongue had become heavy and
recoiled in her throat. She looked at him
with a pale eagerness and opened her
mouth but no words would come.
Mrs. Harris, busy in the kitchen , called
out, "Reverend Osborne, would you like a
cup of tea and some cake?"
"That would be nice," he said, taking his
eyes off the widow and shifting over to the
ample, smiling features of his hostess's
guest.
Auga sensed the reprieve and returned
her attention to the TV. There was no sound
coming from it, and the people kept changing from tall and thin to short and fat. An
elongated cowboy was carrying a wavy
woman out of a burning shack. Her hair
rippled to the ground. The mountains in
the distance appeared to be monstrous
stalagmites rising from the desert floor;
suddenly they collapsed to the height and
width of biscuits.
"Mrs. Young, from our congregation , made
this wonderful raisin cake," Mrs. Harris
tinkled as she rattled dishes. "She is such
a fine Christian woman. "
"Yes, indeed," answered the preacher.
Mrs. Harris brought the tea and then the
cake over, setting them on the coffee table.
"Such fine people," she continued, "always ready to help out in a time of crisis.
Mrs. Aldridge, have some tea now"
Auga slowly turned her head to look at the

lady in her living room. She looked at the
yellow poppies stretched across the rambling bosom, the many rolls of green and
gray and yellow working down to the wide
expanse upholstering the voluminous
thighs, down to where the flowers ended
and on down to where the legs folded neatly into white feet stuffed in turn into black
bulging pumps. Then her tired brown eyes
travelled reluctantly back up to the sparkling, jovial face and rested there for a moment. She felt weary, and the sockets of her
eyes throbbed.
Mrs. Harris, sensing that Auga was about
to cry, said, "Or maybe you'd like to lie
down . You must be wore out."
Auga collapsed into a pile on the couch,
her hands covering her face, heaving in
silent sobs .
Reverend Osborne jumped to his feet as
Mrs. Harris marched over to the bereaved
woman. " Mrs. Ferret come help me! " she
cried. "She's fallen on the couch, we have
to get her into bed ."
Margaret's face appeared around the door.
" I have the bed covered with things. Oh ,
dear, yes, well I' ll clear it off as quickly as
possible," she said, taking in the panicstricken faces of the preacher and the
neighbor " Meantime, try to calm her. "
Then her face disappeared again into the
back room.
Mrs. Harris patted Auga on the shoulder.
"There, there, there, everything's going to
be all right now, you'll just see, there, there,
now don't you worry, Mrs. Aldridge, on
Saturday you'll be in a nice new room at
Shady Grave, now, there now, you'll be just
fine .... "
Reverend Osborne paced distractedly
around the small room " Perhaps I should
go," he offered
"Oh, no, please don't leave; I need to talk
to you about the service," Mrs. Harris said.

At last Margaret came out of the back room
and walked over to the couch She reached
down and slipped her arm under Auga 's
shoulder and took hold of one wrist, behind her back. "Sir, would you mind--? "
She looked at the preacher
"Yes, yes, of course." He hastened over and
helped to lift the limp form
" Auga, try to walk, now, try to move your
legs," Margaret murmured, gritting her
teeth
The preacher chuckled nervously " For
such a small woman you wouldn 't think
she'd be so heavy"
Margaret silenced him with a searing
glance When it became apparent that
Auga was not going to be of assistance,
Mrs. Harris lifted the feet and the three of
them staggered into the bedroom under
the awkward weight of their charge
The door was closing on the darkened bedroom when Auga opened her eyes. She was
tired, but she could not sleep. Voices drifted in from the living room
"The viewing will begin at seven o'clock
tomorrow evening, Reverend Osborne
You 'll be there, won ' t you?" It was Mrs.
Harris's voice
"Yes, yes, I will be there"
"What about the insurance policy? Did
you find the insurance policy?"
"Yes," Margaret's voice answered, " I found
it and it will more than cover the funeral
expenses, thank heavens. There will be a
little left over to pay the nursing home for
the first couple of months, and then of
course the widow 's pension will cover the
rest. "

"Good, good
Reverend, thank you so
much for coming. I don't know what we
would have done without your help tonight," Mrs. Harris's voice twittered.
" Anytime a member of my parish asks for
assistance, Mrs. Harris, it is a pleasure to
respond ," the preacher's voice boomed
back with all of its original confidence.
Auga lay awake in the black murk of her
room , listening to raging sirens out in the
city pierce through the muted voices from
the room beyond A great pain seized her
body and she was suddenly overcome with
terror She grabbed the sheet and gnawed
on it while the noises picked her apart. It
was night, but it was more than night. It
was not Hack who had died-- it was she
She could see it now very clearly they
were planning her funeral out there! Where
was Hack? Where had he gone? Hack!
The preacher had just left when a scream
issued forth from the back room. It started
weak and haggard but gathered strength
and force as it shattered the peace of the
newly cleaned apartment. Mrs. Harris and
Margaret looked at each other, momentarily frozen At last the scream stopped
" I'll go in and comfort her," Mrs. Harris
said
In a moment she was by Auga ' s side, sitting on the edge of the bed, stroking the
shivering woman's forehead " It's all right,
everything is going to be all right, there,
there, now don't you cry Mrs. Aldridge, I
know this apartment reminds you of him
but soon you'll be somewhere else and then
you'll be all right, all right, there, there,
there
"

A FAMILY HISTORY
In this house of men
There is a force that does not concede defeat
Insulin bottles full of mud keep turning up in the garden ,
like arrowheads,
Broken artifacts from the body's fight with itself
And the rose cutting from Haynie's grave is twenty-three years old.
Is tall as a man and blooms deeply scarlet every year
The dead dwell on in token and remembrance
The rose in the yard, the name on the tree
The shard in the garden
And even in this literal house of wood and stone and eighty years
of time
Force contends with form
At night the floors and walls make small sounds
like trees creaking in the wind
And I imagine that they remember themselves, tall on the ridges
And say to me, You share this fate too
You cannot live here and be whole,
Nor wholly die
TONY CLARK - First place, Poetry

beras78

KAYE SANDERS
First Place Drawing

JON BUCHANAN
First Place Photograph

FLASHER
He stands facing traffic in the street
with penis poised naked and sarcastic
toward the sheltered merrymakers
in cars and cabs
on their way from dinner to bed
it is his job and
though it does not pay well it is honest
He stands sneeringly dangerously close to the
steel stream which pretends not to notice
though those who see identify, recognize somehow
something in themselves
jolts, shifts, tears
the soft membrane of lies the upholstery
within the well-oiled machines
which carry them endlessly
through the maze they never know

MARLANE AGRIESTI

MARGOT
Waves break on the jetty
A figure walks toward me from a great distance
It makes quick strides but stays small
Anemones of dregs of wine whip around her legs.
A pointilism of watery lights guides me.
Laughter ruffles the broken shells in the last wave on the beach
We walk up the sand
Contrapuntally,
But I grieve that we can never touch

BONNY STANLEY

AN OLD MAN, AT NIGHTFALL

I

When the evening comes he sits on the back stoop
To watch night fall on a fallen world
And then , more than any other time,
He is at uneasy peace with life
Tonight he sees with some satisfaction that
The squirrel in the backyard has made it throu gh anoth er day
He notes a firefly in the grass
He hears his one-legged duck flap its wings and splash
And knows that turtles are abroad in the swamp tonight
He feels the fluctuations , the rising and fallin g of life
And knows that for every turtle rising to take a du ck
There is a hawk falling to kill a chicken
And for every fish rising to swallow a frog
There is an owl falling to eat a rabbit
And that, from sunrise to sunrise, men are falling
In the stillness of the orchard he hears apples let go of th e t ree
And remembers as a child wondering what it would b e like
If apples could flap the green leaves clinging to th eir ste ms and fl y
Now he knows
They can't
If the morning comes he will rise and fill a bag with brui sed fr uit
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CHARLES WARDEN

AUTUMN
Autumn.
I wake to cool mornings
And gentle ground fog
Dissolving into dew
The heads of the sun flowers
Droop like mourners,
Their last seeds
Plucked from their pods.
A brisk breeze
Rustles the dry corn
Waiting to be cut
And tied into shocks.
The barn is ready
To receive the winter 's hay
KATHERINE HONOUR

GOLD
I am a living crucible
brewing an inchoate babe
belly big breasts full
I am on the verge of
conversion
transmutation
perhaps transubstantiation
and the word was made flesh
simmering in beginnings
fresh and unadulterated
we are change
we are real
we are gold
GINGER RENNER

THE TORN VEIL
Bright nugget of reddish gold,
You who swagger like an old sea captain
In the arms of a generous wench ,
Goodnight.
For the blind god has come,
And though a wind calls him beggar
And blows his black rags wildly ,
I know he has come for me
II
I have the sea to say goodbye to
And then the land,
And then the sky, with a quick arching glance,
And then , the light of my eyes-That prize! That strange disguise!
To sunder it gives me pause-Shall I see with other sight,
Or go bump bump bumping
Down the gallery of Night?
111
Brea the on me, memories,
And never let them say
That I disparaged Night
And clung to Day-Though it be true
And al l else false
Say I loved well,
And feared not the cost

DENNIS HOBACK

NO REVELATIONS
It has occurred to me on wintry days
when I am standing among cars and buildings
in cold porridge of people
and the sun slants down through smog
smacking me full in the face
so the honking of horns and the rumbling of th e subway ,
city shrieks and horrors
seem distant somehow
and I am miraculously momentarily alone somehow
th e cold drawing, sucking, pulling me aside
se parating m e from them
it has occurred to m e on wintry days but
how ca n I tell you?
MARLANE AGRIESTI
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THE EXECUTIVE
BY MARLANE AGRIESTI - First Place, Short Fiction

Chester's pace came to a sudden halt in
front of the office supply store window. He
had spied something shining and regal
through the corner of his eye. It was a
desk pen set--two glistening gold tapere d
cylinders rising out of a slab of polished
white marble A plate of gold was mounted
on the stone between the pens, and Chester was picturing his name engraved there.
His upper lip started to sweat. He knew he
was going to have to have that set, but he
was not sure they would let him put it on
layaway yet. What to do? He paced a few
steps forward , then turned and headed
briskly into the store.
Chester had always followed a piece of advice which his mother had repeated to him
incessantly ever since he could remember
"Chester, you have been named after your
an cestor Sir Chester of Wellington , who
served under King George 111 He was royalty, and so are you You shall be a servant
of the people, but you must distinguish
yourself from the common man Whatever
trade you are in , always use the best tools.
And keep your chin up! "
Though Chester's frame was slight and his
build birdlike, he carried himself with dignity His eyes were alert, glancing from
side to side His thin , pointed nose presented itself beaklike above perfectly
shaped , seriously set (if a bit thin) lips. His
jaw, though prominent, was delicate, below which the skin of his neck was drawn
tightly down into his collar Miniscule and
majestic, shoulders square inside the gray
suit-jacket, black necktie straight and hat
perched slant-wise atop his head, Chester
approached the salesclerk.
" Chester Norton," he said , pulling an engraved business card from inside his jacket and presenting it to the salesgirl Cheste r was oblivious to the twittering coming
forth from behind a card rack , where two
more teenaged girls watched. He gave the
girl before him a courteous smile and bow-

ed his head graciously. " I'd like to make a
payment on the briefcase you have on
layaway for me."
" And I suppose you'd like to look at it, too,"
the girl said impatiently., She did not like
to wait on this man. He was a nut.
" If I may," he responded politely, removing
his hat.
The girl sighed She shuffled into the back
of the store and returned with a large,
rather worn paper bag in side of which was
the briefcase. The outside of the bag said:
Gill's Office Supply Co., Ea ger to se rve you.
Taped onto the bag was one of Chester' s
business cards and a sales ticket on which
the balance due was written She pulled
the briefcase from the bag.
It was made of soft brown leather with
brass rims on the corners and had a wooden handle. Chester took it in his hands
eagerly and gently laid it on the counter
With his thumbs he snapped the two
clasps and watched with reserved joy as
the top sprang open. The briefcase was
lined with rich brown velour and it contained a number of leather straps and
pockets for holding papers and books.
Chester found it difficult to conceal his excitement and allowed himself to stroke the
marvelous lining.
" How much do you want to pay today?"
The girl 's eyes rolled ceilingward.
Chester cleared his throat. " Three dollars. "
" Alright, then , Mr Norton ," she said as she
did some figuring on the sales ticket. " That
brings your balance due down to sixteen
sixty-seven." She stopped and looked over
at the man He was going to say something
else Like static electricity, tense excitement crac kled the air around his head
" I would like to see that pen set in the
window--the one with the marble mount,"
Chester uttered at last.

The girl sighed. She came out from behind
the counter and made her way reluctantly
toward the front of the store. Chester had
been an amusing novelty to her when she
had begun work here a year ago. But his
increasingly frequent visits had turned
her amusement to annoyance with his
fussy, fastidious, small time, would-be
executive behavior
He entered the store with no less an airy
countenance than would Prince Charles of
England. He seemed to think he was some
kind of big shot. The townspeople knew
him as a nobody--a veteran from World
War 11 who lived in a small room somewhere downtown. Instead of telling people
war stories, he wrote up laws and sent them
to the President of the United States. He
usually warned the girls at the office supply
store of national events which would soon
be taking place, giving them a quote or
two from the President, all very confidentially, of course Keep it quiet.
But today there was something else on his
mind--the pen set. He wondered how he
had gotten by so long without one. Lord
knows, one can't run the affairs of state
without the proper tools, and having no
desk pen set had been a grave oversight.
He followed the girl to the window, and
watched as she strained to pick it up without disturbing the rest of the display
"This it? "
"Yes. Yes, that is the one." His heart was
thumping--he wanted to hold it " May I
inspect it, please?" The girl looked him
in the eye, shoved it onto a glass counter,
and stepped back a few paces to watch
This was obviously a necessity for Chester
A marble-mounted gold desk pen set--so
sumptuous to own, so splendid to the eye!
Yes, yes--he must have it. Oh, these salesgirls! So slow to act--so reluctant to serve!
They would drag their feet over this one.
Very well, then , le.t them drag--he was going to put this piece on layaway.

"I would like to make a down payment on
this, if I may," breathed Chester, looking
at the pen set and not at the girl.
"Okay, let's see . . .. We've got to have
twenty-five percent down to put something
on layaway, and the list price of that pen
set is fifty-four ninety-five so a down payment would be, let's see .... " She shuffled
all the way back to the sales counter.
Chester followed quietly. She started working the adding machine. Chester watched
"That would be fourteen-a-four including
tax." She ripped off the tape and looked
up from the adding machine at a rather pale
little man
Chester swallowed. His hands were sweating, and he realized he was squeezing his
hat. "I can pay you eight dollars down. That
is all I have." He glanced at the girl, then
back away from her
The girl sighed loudly " Mr Norton, I've
got to have twenty-five per cent down --it's
company policy You know that. I've got to
have fourteen-a-four and no less in order
to put that pen set on layaway " She looked
at him pleadingly " Eight dollars isn ' t
enough," she finished.
Chester sweated heavily He pointed a
shaking finger at the girl "Listen here,
young lady You are not just stopping an
old man from buying some trifling toy to
which he has taken a fancy This is a serious matter You are obstructing the administration of the law " He paused for a
moment and noticed with bulging eyes
that his anger was having little effect on
the girl --who was standing behind the
counter, one hand poised with a pen read y
for writing, fingers of the other hand
drumming the counter-top, and her head
tilted slightly to one side with a facial ex pression which could only be read as bored
impatience He wanted to strangle her
With dignity, Chester drew out his wallet
and stated stiffly, " Very well, then Here
are three dollars for the briefcase You

shall be hearing more about the pen set.
Soon." He then pivoted sharply and strode
out of the store.
Down the gray city street amidst the choking car fumes and deafening street noises,
walked the enraged and anxious man.
When would the men in Washington be
calling for him? Soon--quite soon. He
must have the needed tools when he got to
Washington. What would they think if he
got there equipped as he now was? A tin
can full of stubby pencils and advertisement pens, a desk blotter made from newspapers, a relish plate converted for a desk
sorter, an ancient yellowed lampshade!-it would never do. Well, never mind about
such things as furniture. No doubt, his office would be furnished. But he must have
a good briefcase, a respectable desk blotter, and some nice writing equipment. Yes,
that pen set would add just the right touch.
Between Lou's Shoe Repair and Letter's
Hardware Store, Chester entered a glass
door over which was printed in gold,
"204½." After discovering nothing of importance in his mail, he mounted the case
of stairs slowly, evenly, upright. Upon
reaching the top, he proceeded down a
hallway which appeared even in daytime
to be in a state of twilight, past doors and
filthy green walls, till he came to a scarred
pine door with the letter " E" nailed to it.
Chester unlocked the door and entered a
small room which was curiously dingy and
neat at the same time. A shade was drawn
over the only window, but gray light peeked in through numerous tiny holes. The
banter of the street below was muffled and
separate from this worn little kingdom in
which Chester slept, planned, carried on
his business, lived.
Chester switched on the ceiling light,
which cast a white glare over the objects
in the room a small chest of drawers on top
of which lay a few items for personal care,
a closet door, a wire book rack filled with
old and tattered law books, a folding card

table on which rested an ancient typewriter, a can full of pens and pencils, an old
lamp, and the other necessary items for the
running of an office. The creaking wooden
floor, though clean, was worn bare of
finish, and a tiny mirror twinkled whimsically down from its perch on the wall.
Chester sat down at his typewriter and inserted in it a clean sheet of paper. He
thought for a few minutes and began to
type:
Dear Mr. President,
I would like to call to your attention the increasing problem of air pollution in
American cities ....
Three weeks later, he would receive a response to this letter identical in form to the
thousands of letters sent out all over the
country in response to letters to the President. Various blanks would be filled in to
make the White House response more
personal:
Dear Citizen
Thank you for your concern for the welfare
of American
policy I
have given much consideration to the problem of
, and am presently
working on a number of possible solutions.
Your suggestions have been placed on file.
Any further suggestions on this matter will
be greatly appreciated
Sincerely,
Jimmy Carter
President of the United States
Chester would read and re-read these replies and, in turn , place them on file in the
old cardboard box beneath his desk. He
had well over five hundred of them.
Upon finishing his letter on air pollution ,
Chester rose from his chair and walked
over to the window. He drew up the shade
and stood there for several minutes, lean ing with his hands against the sides of the

window frame , eyeing the scene below
Cars slid by in a solid, dull, serpentine
mass. Well-coifed ladies heaped with packages stood out like gaudy costume jewelry
upon the drab body of the ineffectually
clad mass of strollers--strollers who ambled
aimlessly in odd clusters: mothers in tank
tops and dirty stretch shorts, with bodies
too bony or fat or bowed or baggy, in shoes
with the side of the heel worn out, or in no
shoes, mothers surrounded inevitably with
a pack of small children--freaks marked at
birth to have misshapen bodies and souls.
Here and there, a hand reached out to slap
its miniscule charge
Above all this, arms outstretched, Chester's gaze blurred and his throat tightened.
"I fought in the war to protect these people
--from what? " he murmured. The real
battle was now, he knew, being fought
in this tired office of his. When would the
President call him forth?
He turned, walked over to his bed, sat
down and removed his shoes. He then lay
back and closed his eyes. When would they
call him?
Upon returning from his rounds the following day, Chester checked his mail First, he
opened his monthly government pension
check. He could certainly use this. But wait!
There must be some mistake, he thought,
fumbling for his bifocals. His eyes widened in wonderment · the check was written
for ten dollars more than the usual amount.
But why? Chester did not worry about it
long. After all, it was a mistake in his favor,
and he could surely use the extra money
Next , he opened the letter from Washington He got at least two of these a week .
This one, however, was different. His
hands began to quake as he read
Dear Mr Norton
It has come to my attention that you have

taken a keen interest in the administration
and legislation of national government
policy Indeed, this is the mark of a truly
patriotic citizen.
Anytime you are in Washington, please
stop by the White House and present this
letter One of my aides will give you a tour.
Sincerely,
Jimmy Carter
President of the United States
Chester Norton read the letter three times,
taking in every detail, committing it to
memory This was it. This was it! He was
being called to Washington. He realized
now the reason behind the larger check.
"Of course," he chuckled to himself " Of
course! " He then laughed outright. It was
not his government pension at all--it was a
forward in pay from the President--expense money, they called it. He laughed
again and strode over to the window He
held up the letter with the check, and murmured with an inward explosiveness, " Now
we are getting somewhere. "
Within minutes Chester was in the bank
cashing his check. He went to the office
supply store and fairly undid all three salesgirls with his charming manner and easy
purchases. " I would like to complete payment on the brief case," he said, handing
the girl a card , " and to buy the desk set in
the window " His eyes twinkled merrily as
the stunned salesgirls rounded up his
merchandise. He also bought a fine leather
blotter and desk calendar
Chester decided not to buy any clothes
until the next check, and concentrate right
now on only the really important items.
So he went to the bu s station and bought
a one-way ticket to Washington , D.C., then
returned to his room and packed everything he could fit into the olive green trunk
he had had since Army days. He threw in
his unread mail to look at later.

On the bus, Chester dreamed of the life
which now had become a reality for him .
He would be an executive in the White
House, advise the President on matters of
national concern; no more reluctant salesgirls for him . Now when he said something,
people would listen. It was important for
people to listen to him because he wanted
to change things--to make a better world .
He would never do that from a dingy room
above a shoe repair shop in Dayton, Ohio.
But now, ah . . . . He pictured himself a
thousand times, meeting the President.
" Mr. Norton, you don ' t know what a great
honor it is to shake your hand. I'm so happy
you could drop things and come join our
staff. Step into my office for a moment,
will you? " and the President would lead
him into the Oval Office.

As the bus pulled into the huge terminal
in Washington , D.C., Chester pulled out his
wallet and counted his money. He had only
three dollars, and he realized that this was
not even enough for a taxi to the White
House. He looked down at his frayed clothing and worried suddenly about his appearance. " Oh, dear. Well , there is nothing I
can do now. When I get to the White House,
I can ask for another advance in pay,"
he thought. This cheered him. And , certainly, he would not have to worry about a
taxi cab! Surely, there would be someone
here to pick him up. Surely. He patted his
breast pocket and smiled when he felt the
letter there , safe, and looked out the bus
window to see if he could spot a limousine.

OFFICIAL SPACE

Blacks, grays, and blues
Haunt the halls and stairs
Returning to their official spaces
Without
Contact.
Forced friendliness flows forth in
Pre-determined , perforated form
Cli ck - Click - Click
No interruptions
No mistakes.
Cann ed music with lost beats,
Masked rhythms, and hummed lyrics
Fills the space of silence
One song running all day long Switched off at five and switched on at eight.
CHERYL LIGHT

I am not easy, yet,

I flicker outrage
like stuttering lights
on a Christmas tree.
Nobody ever packaged me;
I wrapped myself up
and flapped around in tinsel
tattered elves and reindeer wrapping
(that were too small, I thought
when I was a child to pull a sled )
paper fluttered from my arms
and I tripped on stick-on ribbon
never unpacked , no, by anybody else--1 always had to do it myself.
I should get angry, but,
nobody shares the same Santa;
so what
if people are accurate and unkind
and some Salvation pots are full
of furtive change and others
only hold scratches and nicks
from the time when some kid played
Jingle Bells on them with a poker in the kitc hen?
On Christmas trees
some people hang like gilded charms
some like crinkled foil
some like blue-eyed angels
some like strung berries.
They twist on wire and smile,
the spotted lights
are on , still--1 am not easy, yet.

AMY TIPTON

TED LINDSAY Ill
Second Place Print

KAYE SANDERS

SUNDAY ENTERTAINMENT
BY JAMES MINTZ - Special Prize
We robbed the grave on a Sunday, four of
us : Dick, Eddie, David and myself. We
were too young to drive fifteen miles into
town to take in a movie and gawk at the
girls, and too old to tolerate hanging
around our respective homes under the
watchful eyes of our parents. So most
country Sundays found us in search of our
own entertainment. Dick , my red-headed ,
reckless friend , first brought up the subject of an aged graveyard not far from my
hou se .
" People back then buried gold and jewels
in them along with the bodies," he observed slyly. It was nearly one o 'clock , and
we were standing around in my front
yard .
" What makes you say that? " I asked ,
dreading what was coming next. The real
estate in question belonged to my father ,
and he had strictly forbidden anyone molesting the graves for any reason.
" Some ' m I heard somewheres," Dick replied.
" Yeah , but not in any of the reg ' lar graveyards," chimed in David , " jst the old ones,
like the one on Foley's Ridge."
" Aww," I said fearfully, though secretly
wondering about the gold and jewels myself, " there's only two or three graves left
marked up there. They ain 't nothing
in 'em. "
" Hahl Let's dig one up and see," Dick said.
" Daddy told me not to never touch them
g raves," I said.
" How's he going to know? " Eddie asked in
a hushed , conspiratorial voice. " They' re
among th 'trees and ther's leaves everywh e re. Nobody' II see us doing it, and once
we get out whatever's in 'em we'll fill'em
back up and scatter plenty of the leaves

around. Nobody' II be able to tell, and we
might all get rich . C'mon , Jody! "
I looked at the others and I could see they
agreed with him. Reluctant to be the lone
nay-sayer, and secretly in favor of the project anyway, I agreed. David and Eddie
volunteered pick and shovel, drifted off
for an hour to sneak them out of their
fathers ' storage sheds, returned, and at
two o 'clock we set out through the forest
for Foley's Ridge, where lay three marked
graves nearly a hundred years old.
Foley's Ridge must have been chosen for
a graveyard because it offered mourners
in their grief a view straight from heaven .
From anywhere along its peak one could
see fully thirty miles . There wound the
river, twisting through a checkerboa rd
pattern of fields and pastures of grazing
cattle; there were cornfields and clumps
of wild underbrush pushing out from the
creeping forest. And closer in , at the foot
of the mountain , was my house.
Upon arriving we chose a grave, removed
the headstone and began digging. The
mountain earth was tight-packed from
years of settling , and full of tree roots ;
for awhile , until we'd conquered the first
two or three feet , I thought it might prove
too much for us, but no one stopped . The
pick rose and fell methodically, the shovel
piled the picked dirt high in the leaves,
and the shift rotated without comment. We
went at it in a set order: Dick, Eddie, David ,
myself. Dick , Eddie, David , myself. We dug
in silent, if wobbly, determination , perspiring and grunting. When I wasn 't digging
I was keeping a careful eye on our house
below in the valley . I could see it through
the trees .
By five o 'clock the oblong hole had begrudgingly widened , but tapered like a
funnel as it went down. Lack of working

space at waist depth made it increasingly
difficult to swing the long-handled pick , so
we threw it aside and attacked with the
shovel alone. At last Eddie, in the hole,
paused and abruptly broke our long mutual
silence.
"How deep's a grave s'posed t'be, anyway? " he asked .
" Six feet, " I responded.
" More' n that," Dick countered , " seven , at
least."
" Nahh ," David
corrected him, " Jody' s
right. Six feet--that's where that saying
comes from, ain't you ever heard it, dummy? Six feet under? "
"Oh yeah ," Dick said lamely. "That's right."
"And R.I.P.," David went on, examining
the gravestone we'd shoved aside. "That
means Rest In Peace, that's what them
letters stand for. People put them on tombstones mostly. Rest In Peace," he mused ,
and we all looked into the hole thoughtfully. "Maybe we're disturbing the dead. "
" Nahhh," David said nervously, but we all
shivered.
"Bones is bones," Dick said. " Ain't nothing in there except bones. "
"You don't know that, killjoy," David protested. "I'm betting there's jewels, maybe
even diamonds and stuff like that in there.
These were old-fashioned people, like the
Egyptians."
"I sure hope so," Eddie said, heartened.
He returned to his digging. Mention of
jewels recharged us all, but I couldn 't help
wondering what the dead might do if they
were in fact disturbed .
The sun began setting. The hole got deeper
without getting wider, until very little room

was left at the bottom in which to wield
the broad-billed shovel. A perspiring David
climbed out, and it was my turn again. I
eased in cautiously, placed the blade of the
shovel in position at the lowest point,
shoved--and made the breakthrough into
the cavity, into the grave itself.
The casket had rotted away. Only small
chunks of wood remained, barely solid
enough to show its rough-sawn grain. A
thought flashed through my mind: a pine
box made of unfinished planks. Jewels,
indeed. I reached into the cavity and pulled
out a spongy chunk of rotten lumber
knocked loose by the thrusting shovel ,
and held it up for all of them to see. The
setting sun glinted orangely across it.
There was a film of fine tan dust clinging
to it, which powdered onto my fingers.
I shuddered, and from Mrs. Mossell's English class I suddenly recalled the words of
a poem she often read to us: Dust thou
art. . . .
" Help me out," I said weakly, tossing my
prize aside. I had no stomach for fine tan
dust.
"We did it! " Eddie cried as I struggled out.
"Yes, yes!" exulted Dick. "Did you feel
anything?"
"No, I didn't feel anything," I said crossly.
"What was I s' posed to feel?"
"Well, I mean--a box, or anything . Valuables ."
"No. Just the--the box it's in."
It. The word made me shiver.

" Well, you ought to of felt around a little,
dummy."
" Well feel around yourself," I yelled , "if
you're so hot about it. I got through, ain 't
that good enough for you? If you want

some'm, get down in there and feel around
yourself."

in that grave. Put it back and let's get out
of here. It's getting dark."

Grumbling, Dick lowered himself back into
the hole There was little room to maneuver He bent and reached until his cheek
pressed against the raw wall of earth

Dick dropped the bone and it tumbled
down through the opening at his feet, along
with several clods of mountain dirt.

" Anything there?" asked Eddie.
" Naw Smells," was the answer A musty ,
dank odor had struck me too when I'd
reached inside We all leaned over the edge
of the grave and looked down Dick ' s feet
were dug into the sides, permitting him to
reach unhampered into the depths. The
black hole beneath him reminded me of a
groundhog 's hideout. David's foot loosed
chunks of crumbling earth lying loosely
along the edge of the grave, and Dick
swore at him

" We ain't leaving till we fill up this hole,"
I said They all looked at me.
"Now? Tonight?" Eddie asked.
" Yeah We can't leave it like this." They
knew I meant what I said
"Let's get on with it then , afore the sun
goes all the way down," Dick said , climbing out in peculiar haste
Using the shovel , the pick, broken tree
branches, our hands and our feet , we filled
in the hole and left.

" Put it back ," said Eddie, weakly

The next week a rumor passed from mother to mother that Eddie wasn ' t sleeping
well for some reason , and that Dick was
afraid to go to bed without a light on No
one knew why I sneaked back to the grave
on Tuesday to hide the broken earth with
leaves, for in our haste to depart we'd
neglected that, and I was afraid my father,
who liked to squirrel-hunt on Foley ' s Ridge,
might see it and deduce the truth. I returned at high noon and soon put the task behind me

"Yeah," David echoed , "there ain't no gold

We never robbed a grave again.

"Stop it," he implored. " It's bad enough
down here as it is."
" Found anything yet?" I asked
" Yeah , I've got something," he replied
" Its hard Feels like a--" His hand withdrew
and held aloft his find A bone One of the
vertebra , yellowed and lonely He held it
gingerly between his fingers as we all
stared

DISCOVERED

A skinny girl with cornstalk legs
And hair like straw
Was mocked by her classmates
For her Goodwill clothes
And self-pitying seriousness.
While they attended ballgames
And worshipped Max Factor,
She hid safely in her room
Reading big thick books
Full of philosophical questions,
And very small print:
Kant, Freud, and Camus
She still didn't understand
While the flames licked the posters off the wall
And the rug grew too warm for her feet.
At 16, she begged with adolescent fervor for
THE ANSWER
Till one Sunday afternoon, the air wet with tears
She said no to the easiest one.
It's a good thing.
For a curly haired boy in overalls
With cat-grey eyes
And a Wonderfully Hard Body
Discovered her
Introduced her to the joy of unreserved excess
To a different kind of flames
And convinced her
That it was not up to the 16-year-olds of the world
To answer the question.
RITA QUILLEN

JERRY HAGAMAN

LYN THOMPSON

HATE SONNET, TO THE ALLEGED WITCH WHO MOVED FROM OUR
NEIGHBORHOOD WHEN I WAS TEN

The cedars now have crept into your yard
A bit afraid but eager more to peer
At such as lovers build and crones discard,
They stand with each limb tensed, like deer
Your captive flowers since have fled and line
The long black stretch of road, possess it all,
And on the walk beneath your porchlight's shine,
The moths, big as my hand when I was small ,
Prostrate themselves no more before your star
To be swept out and fed upon by cats.
Time heals all wounds , but deep wounds leave a sca r,
Old angers gnaw as stealthily as rats.
Love binds itself with hope and dies in rags,
But hatred dies as slow, at least, as hags .
TONY CLARK - Special Prize

BIRTHDAY ODE/BIRDS IN CRYSTAL
We stand inside the Carnival
Watching from the Soul (that well with windows)
The dervish dances of the Mind
While Age spins the bits of living
Shaping a collage of mirrors
To reflect at six or sixty
The Dream , so fragile , feathered,
Wafts Pleasure to the pinnacle of Peace ,
Apart yet not removed from Pain
Birds caught in crystal
Our bonds evolve
As Time molts into Memory
ANNALEAH BROWN

OF YOU
I had a dream
last night
which spoke to me
of secret truths
and reality
that tricked the senses.
I awoke saying,
"The older I become
the more realistic my dreams. "
And when I finished ,
I knew that something
had been revealed
I drove through the rain
like a fish going to spawn,
and you said,
" Ruth, you are extremely wet."
So then I realized
that our dreams are separate
and maybe you were not there,
after all

RUTH E. WALLER

RAYMOND GOODFELLOW

SHERRI NEALY

JUDGES
Drawing:

Don F. Kurka is the Chairman of the Art Department at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Previously, he was the director
of Fine Arts at the Southhampton Center of Long Island University.

Photography:

N.W. MacNaughton serves as District Representative of the
Photographic Society of America. He is employed by Tennessee
Eastman Company as a Scientific Consultant.

Prints:

Sutherland Mccolley is currently the Director of The Dulin Gallery of Art in Knoxville, Tennessee. He was formerly with the
Hudson River Museum in Yonkers, New York, where he served
as Curator and organized prints exhibits from the New York
University Art Collection.

Poetry:

Phyllis Janowitz was awarded three prizes in 1978 by the Poetry
Society of America for her writing. She has published two books
of poetry: The Earth Eaters and Rites of Strangers. Her poetry
has been published in a number of magazines as well, including
The Atlantic Monthly, The Nation, Paris Review, and Esquire.

Short Fiction:

Peter S. Beagle is the author of The Last Unicorn and A Fine and
Private Place. He is also the screenwriter for the movie version
of The Lord of the Rings.

Essays and Articles:

James Carmichel is Shooting Editor and Feature Writer for
Outdoor Life magazine. He is also the author of several books.
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This year's Mockingbird has been the combined effort of a large
number of individuals. Some of those individuals have been recognized
in this magazine, but a much larger number have not. It would be only a
slight exaggeration to suggest that we would need another whole magazine to credit everyone who helped make this year's magazine what it is.
As it is, we would like to thank all those who helped in so many ways in
general.
Among those individuals who made a significant contribution to its
creation are those who entered literary and graphic material but who
did not gain inclusion. Space limitations in the magazine are imperative
in nature and set the amount of material that could be accepted for the
Mockingbird. Still, it is the body of the contributors as a whole which
allows the magazine to be created.
The overall quality of the material submitted to this year's magazine was excellent--a fact which is reflected in the finished product.
The only regret that we feel in terms of the material submitted is that
the number of contributors was not as large as might be hoped or expected. This is mirrored, to a degree, in the number of multiple winners
in certain categories. The Mockingbird does attempt to provide a representative sample of the artistic and literary efforts of the students at
East Tennessee State University while at the same time it tries to maintain a high aesthetic standard. Still, in order to prevent any possible future contributors from being discouraged from submitting, a review of
the magazine's format seems in order.
The format of the Mockingbird has always been primarily that of a
contest, in which judges from outside the university evaluate the entries and determine the prize winners. There are six categories (three
graphic, three literary), each of which has a separate judge. The bulk of
submissions requires some screening before presentation to the judges,
but the anonymity of entrants is preserved at all times.
The hope of all involved with this publication is to increase the participation in creative pursuits at this university and, consequently, the
community at large.

Mockingbird Staff

